
Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Luz you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

0 €/kWh 10 %
The consumption of your first
month and a half, only valid for
new customers.

One year discount on the energy
term only valid for new electricity
contracts.

Prices
Prices for contracted powers up to 15 kW. Prices do not include taxes

Power term
€/kW and year 33,080628

8,196888
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,163800

Non-promoted price
0,182000

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%). Likewise, the
power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last General Inter-
Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update)

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly invoicing (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which
case the previous periodicity will be respected).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh, for having the gas, or a maintenance service other than the supply, with Endesa
Energía at the same address. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com. In order to enjoy the promotion, it will be a necessary requirement
to maintain the contracts included in the promotion (electricity and gas or service) during a year. Otherwise, Endesa may charge you,
for the consumption made during the promoted hours, at the price indicated for the energy term.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 16/02/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Luz you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

0 €/kWh 10 %
The consumption of your first
month and a half, only valid for
new customers.

One year discount on the energy
term only valid for new electricity
contracts.

Prices
Prices for contracted powers up to 15 kW. IVA 5% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 34,908333

8,649766
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,172850

Non-promoted price
0,192056

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%). Likewise, the
power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last General Inter-
Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update)

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly invoicing (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which
case the previous periodicity will be respected).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh, for having the gas, or a maintenance service other than the supply, with Endesa
Energía at the same address. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com. In order to enjoy the promotion, it will be a necessary requirement
to maintain the contracts included in the promotion (electricity and gas or service) during a year. Otherwise, Endesa may charge you,
for the consumption made during the promoted hours, at the price indicated for the energy term.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 16/02/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Luz you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

0 €/kWh 10 %
The consumption of your first
month and a half, only valid for
new customers.

One year discount on the energy
term only valid for new electricity
contracts.

Prices
Prices for contracted powers up to 15 kW. IVA 21% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 40,227698

9,967826
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,199189

Non-promoted price
0,221321

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%). Likewise, the
power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last General Inter-
Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update)

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly invoicing (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which
case the previous periodicity will be respected).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh, for having the gas, or a maintenance service other than the supply, with Endesa
Energía at the same address. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com. In order to enjoy the promotion, it will be a necessary requirement
to maintain the contracts included in the promotion (electricity and gas or service) during a year. Otherwise, Endesa may charge you,
for the consumption made during the promoted hours, at the price indicated for the energy term.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 16/02/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Luz you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

0 €/kWh 10 %
The consumption of your first
month and a half, only valid for
new customers.

One year discount on the energy
term only valid for new electricity
contracts.

Prices
Prices for contracted powers up to 15 kW. IGIC 0% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 33,246031

8,237872
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,164619

Non-promoted price
0,182910

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%). Likewise, the
power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last General Inter-
Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update)

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly invoicing (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which
case the previous periodicity will be respected).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh, for having the gas, or a maintenance service other than the supply, with Endesa
Energía at the same address. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com. In order to enjoy the promotion, it will be a necessary requirement
to maintain the contracts included in the promotion (electricity and gas or service) during a year. Otherwise, Endesa may charge you,
for the consumption made during the promoted hours, at the price indicated for the energy term.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 16/02/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Luz you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

0 €/kWh 10 %
The consumption of your first
month and a half, only valid for
new customers.

One year discount on the energy
term only valid for new electricity
contracts.

Prices
Prices for contracted powers up to 15 kW. IGIC 3% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 34,243412

8,485009
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh

Promoted price
0,169558

Non-promoted price
0,188397

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%). Likewise, the
power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last General Inter-
Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update)

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly invoicing (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which
case the previous periodicity will be respected).

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

First hours, since contract activation, to 0 €/kWh, for having the gas, or a maintenance service other than the supply, with Endesa
Energía at the same address. Check at www.cambiateaendesa.com. In order to enjoy the promotion, it will be a necessary requirement
to maintain the contracts included in the promotion (electricity and gas or service) during a year. Otherwise, Endesa may charge you,
for the consumption made during the promoted hours, at the price indicated for the energy term.

The first invoice that is issued each year, whose billing cycle contains the anniversary date of the contract activation date, will benefit
from the first 720 hours of electricity at 0€/kWh, as long as the offers that you contracted for this promotion remain active.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 16/02/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Luz you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices for contracted powers up to 15 kW. IPSI (General indirect tax Ceuta &Melilla) 1% included. Electricity Tax 0,5% included.

Power term
€/kW and year 33,578491

8,320251
On-peak
Off-peak

Power Unit
€/kWh 0,184739

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards (Accordingly, the consumption profile considered shall be P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46%).

Likewise, the power terms and power units may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0.03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0.04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than 10kW
and, for the rest of cases, 0.04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0.03864689€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0.03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla: 0.03903336€/day taxes
included)

Customer can choose between monthly and bimonthly invoicing (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which
case the previous periodicity will be respected).

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

Any other charge that the distributor may make, which is not expressly reflected in this document, will be transferred to the client. For
example, excess power, reactive energy, rental of metering equipment, rights, etc.

Access tariff: 2.0TD. Power minimum 0,000 maximum 15,000 kW. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.Document
edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 16/02/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Gas you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. Prices do not include taxes

Fixed Term
€/month 6,150000

Variable Term
€/kWh 0,107850

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards. Any other charges made by the distribution company such as reactive energy, lease of metering
equipment, rights, etc. shall also be transferred to the customer.

Likewise, the fixed and variable terms may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

If the distributor notifies Endesa Energía S.A.U. a reassignment of the tariff group of the toll that corresponds to the supply point,
Endesa Energía S.A.U. will communicate such circumstance to the consumer and may change the conditions of this contract to adapt
them to the new corresponding toll, all without prejudice to the consumer's right to terminate their contract without penalty.

Access tariff: RL.1. Consumption minimum 0 maximum 5.000 kWh/año. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.
Telemetry Type: No. Document edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 04/04/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Gas you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IVA 5% included. Hydrocarbons tax (0,00234€/kWh) included.

Fixed Term
€/month 6,457500

Variable Term
€/kWh 0,115700

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards. Any other charges made by the distribution company such as reactive energy, lease of metering
equipment, rights, etc. shall also be transferred to the customer.

Likewise, the fixed and variable terms may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

If the distributor notifies Endesa Energía S.A.U. a reassignment of the tariff group of the toll that corresponds to the supply point,
Endesa Energía S.A.U. will communicate such circumstance to the consumer and may change the conditions of this contract to adapt
them to the new corresponding toll, all without prejudice to the consumer's right to terminate their contract without penalty.

Access tariff: RL.1. Consumption minimum 0 maximum 5.000 kWh/año. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.
Telemetry Type: No. Document edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 04/04/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Gas you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. Prices do not include taxes

Fixed Term
€/month 11,100000

Variable Term
€/kWh 0,106300

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards. Any other charges made by the distribution company such as reactive energy, lease of metering
equipment, rights, etc. shall also be transferred to the customer.

Likewise, the fixed and variable terms may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

If the distributor notifies Endesa Energía S.A.U. a reassignment of the tariff group of the toll that corresponds to the supply point,
Endesa Energía S.A.U. will communicate such circumstance to the consumer and may change the conditions of this contract to adapt
them to the new corresponding toll, all without prejudice to the consumer's right to terminate their contract without penalty.

Access tariff: RL.2. Consumption minimum 5.001 maximum 15.000 kWh/año. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.
Telemetry Type: No. Document edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 04/04/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Gas you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IVA 5% included. Hydrocarbons tax (0,00234€/kWh) included.

Fixed Term
€/month 11,655000

Variable Term
€/kWh 0,114072

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards. Any other charges made by the distribution company such as reactive energy, lease of metering
equipment, rights, etc. shall also be transferred to the customer.

Likewise, the fixed and variable terms may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

If the distributor notifies Endesa Energía S.A.U. a reassignment of the tariff group of the toll that corresponds to the supply point,
Endesa Energía S.A.U. will communicate such circumstance to the consumer and may change the conditions of this contract to adapt
them to the new corresponding toll, all without prejudice to the consumer's right to terminate their contract without penalty.

Access tariff: RL.2. Consumption minimum 5.001 maximum 15.000 kWh/año. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.
Telemetry Type: No. Document edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 04/04/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Gas you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. Prices do not include taxes

Fixed Term
€/month 21,500000

Variable Term
€/kWh 0,105350

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards. Any other charges made by the distribution company such as reactive energy, lease of metering
equipment, rights, etc. shall also be transferred to the customer.

Likewise, the fixed and variable terms may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).

If the distributor notifies Endesa Energía S.A.U. a reassignment of the tariff group of the toll that corresponds to the supply point,
Endesa Energía S.A.U. will communicate such circumstance to the consumer and may change the conditions of this contract to adapt
them to the new corresponding toll, all without prejudice to the consumer's right to terminate their contract without penalty.

Access tariff: RL.3. Consumption minimum 15.000 maximum 50.000 kWh/año. Customer type: Residential, Businesses, Communities of owners.
Telemetry Type: No. Document edited 13/04/2023. Offer valid for contracts between 04/04/2023 and 27/04/2023.



Thank you very much for enquiring about our offers.
By subscribing to One Gas you will enjoy our best online price and you will can manage everything in
internet.

Prices
Prices with discounts included. IVA 5% included. Hydrocarbons tax (0,00234€/kWh) included.

Fixed Term
€/month 22,575000

Variable Term
€/kWh 0,113074

This offer requires subscribing online or via the Endesa App, signing up to the e-billing service, paying your bills by direct debit and
carrying out all your processes online or via the Endesa App. Failure to comply with these conditions for the duration of the contract
could entail the loss of the advantages associated with this offer.

Any variations to the regulated components that are applicable and new ones that may appear, shall be transferred to the customer
both upwards and downwards. Any other charges made by the distribution company such as reactive energy, lease of metering
equipment, rights, etc. shall also be transferred to the customer.

Likewise, the fixed and variable terms may be updated on 1 January each year, in accordance with the real value of the CPI (Last
General Inter-Annual National Consumer Price Index published officially at the time of the update).
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